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Introduction: AI – on tap or on top?

Is the human handling of artificial intelligence smart? Is it set to solve many of our problems or open a Pandora's box? Increasingly complex algorithms linked to automation have potential applications in almost every imaginable sector. Autonomous mechanisation and machine learning are being insinuated already, often barely noticed, into the world around us.

But is the science on tap or on top? Are we in control, or playing a kind of technological Russian roulette in which we spin the chamber of autonomous learning and/or decision making by machines without being fully in control of what happens when the trigger is pulled? The weaponised metaphor is not hyperbole, because one of the most controversial issues surrounding AI is in the field of warfare and military technology.

Applications are, however, emerging and being introduced in places ranging from on the road with driverless cars, to in the home and workplace with digital assistants, and from farm to hospital. There are so many issues that this briefing aims only to describe some of their breadth.

Potential applications of AI in healthcare, for example, have been widely reported.¹ The ability to spot patterns and aid diagnoses seems promising. But in this briefing, we aim to raise questions on some potential implications which are more worrying or have attracted less attention than others. To do that we have also surveyed members and supporters of Scientists for Global Responsibility (SGR), an organisation comprised mostly of scientists, engineers and technologists. The results suggest that, at the very least, far too little scrutiny and public debate has accompanied the creeping deployment of AI and a rethink is needed. SGR is not alone in believing this, especially where the issue of military applications is concerned, where a large, international body of opinion is calling for a moratorium on the development of autonomous weapons.

Less stark, but equally important in other ways, many feel that the encroachment of AI into aspects of our home and working lives, not to mention our roads, communication and operating systems, and even our countryside needs to be subject to much more responsibility and careful consideration.

Headline issues

“The biggest danger is that we use these tools to entrench our existing biases and compound the injustice that we already see in the world around us. These systems are trained on past human data, and that data represents the same kind of injustices that we would like to fix today. So what they are likely to do often, is to reproduce the biases and the blindspots that we as humans already had in running our existing systems, and that has been recorded in the data and subsequently used to train the algorithms.”²

Mustafa Suleyman, Co-founder and Head of Applied AI at DeepMind, 6 September 2018

Weaponisation

One of the starkest manifestations of AI is the danger of an arms race in lethal autonomous weapons.³ The debate in this field goes beyond, but is conditioned by, the morality and accountability of the use of drones in warfare, which itself harks back to an earlier debate on aerial bombing.⁴ Alongside threats to privacy and jobs, this is one of the most feared potential developments of AI and autonomous machine technology. It has mobilised researchers such as those who signed a letter calling for an outright ban on autonomous weapons. The letter stated that, ‘If developed, autonomous weapons will be the third revolution in warfare. They will permit war to be fought faster and at a scale greater than ever before. They have the potential to be weapons of terror. Despots and terrorists could use them against innocent populations, removing any ethical restraints. This Pandora’s box will be hard to close if it is opened. As with other technologies banned in the past like blinding lasers, we can simply decide not to develop them.’⁵ Technology already exists, for example, potentially to create an autonomous lethal drone linked to facial recognition technology, which could act as an assassination tool. And, car bombs could be made to self-detonate when concentrations of people close-by were highest.

The illusion of quick wins

In 2014 the Pentagon announced what it called its ‘Third Offset Strategy.’ By using big data (very large data sets that when analysed, reveal patterns, trends and
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As The Economist recently wrote of military thinking prior to the World War I, rapid deployment of troops and equipment by rail coupled with new, quick firing artillery was meant to make all wars henceforth rapid and decisive. Of course, this is not what happened. Next, when air forces began delivering heavy bombardment from above, it was thought this would lead to rapid surrender, but the World War II bombings of cities like London, Dresden and Tokyo proved that idea wrong as well. The scale of destruction did however increase considerably along with civilian casualties. More recently, Western nations’ overconfidence in their technological superiority in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have contributed to prolonged conflict in those countries as well.

Historian and former US Marine, Prof. James Simms writes of the WWI case that the flawed thinking was partly because military strategists predicted the consequences of the latest battle technology based on analysis of how previous wars had been fought. The consequences were that newer, more lethal weapons had industrialized the practice of war, expanding the relatively compact battlefields of earlier ages into vast killing fields. Military and political leaders made the assumption that new technologies would shorten conflicts, not lengthen them, as happened through the use of entrenched defensive positions. It was thought too that the economic cost of war would keep them short, but instead combatant nations converted domestically to war economies – and, to some extent, boomed. Indeed, large military corporations have a long history of exploiting war for financial gain – and retain a large degree of influence over governments even in some democratic nations.

Today, in terms of the containment of conflict, the potential of autonomous weaponry, such as armed drones, leaves borders more porous than ever, and the potential scale and reach of conflict without restraint. As with other forms of arms, a global trade in small, cheap, armed drones could be driven by despotic government use as well as non-state organisations. Friendly drones could be hacked leading to unpredictable effects. Drones could be programmed to target particular groups and would do so, but with high error rates. One reason why the US supported the chemical weapons treaty – having used such weapons in Vietnam (for example, Agent Orange) – was because they came to accept that they are a ‘poor man’s weapon of mass destruction’, and therefore more useful to enemies than to the US.

If widely deployed by states, autonomous weaponry would inevitably be taken up by non-state actors contributing to a greater, generalised terror. This, coupled with high risks of proliferation, explains widespread calls for an outright ban.

Accidental nuclear war
Some of the greatest risks lie where the greatest power is concentrated. This is literally the case where nuclear arsenals and their control systems are concerned. The increasing use of ‘Computer Network Operations’ by militaries to try to gain an advantage by, for example, infiltrating and disrupting an ‘enemy’s’ nuclear weapons systems could be enhanced by, and the risks increased by, the use of AI. Command and control systems for nuclear weapons are becoming increasingly automated. Hundreds of US and Russian nuclear weapons systems are still kept at their Cold War ‘high alert’ status – technically known as ‘launch on warning’ - whereby a nuclear weapons attack can be ordered in response to the apparent detection of launch of the enemy’s nuclear weapons.

The decision window for heads of state, such as a US or Russian president, is a matter of minutes. But the information available to make that decision can be corrupted by false sensor readings, computer glitches and human error. Add to this, deliberate attempts to corrupt the decision-making process by malware - which could become increasingly sophisticated if it incorporates more advanced machine learning abilities - and the risks are heightened.

It is very hard for citizens to know what secret military cyber capabilities are being developed or used, but it may also be equally difficult for elected representatives and regulators. It is possible that their existence may only become known if they are deployed. For example, the Stuxnet virus used in 2010 to infiltrate and cause major damage to isolated, underground Iranian nuclear facilities, was almost certainly developed and deployed by the US (and Israeli) military. Up until that point, such attacks were thought to be in the realm of science fiction.

To insulate nuclear systems they are often air-gapped – physically isolated - from the wider internet and networks that are not secure, but the Stuxnet attack showed that ways can be found to “jump the air gap.” Malware can be hidden inside physical components, and through upgrades and routine maintenance corrupted components can be fitted. While the electronics industry is global, it is very hard to secure this. In 2015 the US National Security Agency was revealed to have hidden ‘spyware’ in computer hard drives used in a range of countries, while in 2018 China was reported to have used tiny chips to hack American companies.

associations), autonomous systems and robotics, it would retain its global military dominance. This promised the ‘clean’, ‘smart’ and ‘precise’ use of force. But we’ve been here before in terms of military technology creating the illusion of superiority and promising quick wins.
And whatever one state might develop to use against another, it always places itself at risk of having something similar used against it.

**Rogue intelligence**

**Data harvesting and fake news**

It’s long been understood that information is power. Sometimes the full implications of what data can do hasn’t been realised until after it has been collected. The supermarket Tesco’s steal a march on its competitors with its Clubcard loyalty scheme. Intelligence gathered on customers allowed them to ‘intelligently’ target customers with marketing. By knowing what, when, where and how frequently people were buying different things allowed them through triangulation to draw highly personal conclusions, such as whether or not a customer might have certain health or addiction problems, or whether they might be pregnant. If a customer also banked with the supermarket, and used its mobile telephone services too, an extraordinary detailed and intimate picture of that person’s life would be in the hands of a large, commercial corporation. But debate concerning the insidious use of data and AI to influence human choices as both consumers and citizens was fully flushed into the mainstream by the scandal of Facebook’s involvement with the controversial lobbying and public affairs firm Cambridge Analytica.

Now insolvent as a result of revelations, the firm used data harvested from Facebook to inform the services it provided to political clients, with the objective of influencing the outcomes of elections. While Facebook said it had been misled by Cambridge Analytica, a UK parliamentary select committee found that Facebook had allowed its platform to be abused in a range of ways, including by the Russian government, to influence the outcome of US elections. The use of ‘bots’ on social media to distribute ‘fake news’ has become a focus of concern around the dangerous and unethical use of the technology. Speaking around the launch of a report on the subject from the House of Lords, Lord Clement-Jones said, “Whether or not the data analytics they carried out was actually using AI ... It gives an example of where it’s important that we do have strong intelligibility of what the hell is going on with our data.”

**State insecurity**

The State has sought as comprehensive a picture of its citizens as possible in the UK at least since the compilation of the 11th century Doomsday Book in Norman times. But the ability to track individuals is today beyond previous imagining. Problems quickly arise when dependence on a massive convergence of gathered data combines with AI applications and machine learning.

For example, law enforcement and state security services are increasingly turning to facial recognition technology. But that has proved to be highly inaccurate in practice, creating two key problems. The first is that this undermines the effectiveness of the jobs those services are charged to perform. The second is an equally worrying risk of inadvertently putting innocent people under suspicion and wrongly implicating them in crime. This would also blemish their data record.

In one piece of research, facial recognition technology used by Britain’s largest police force, the Metropolitan Police, failed spectacularly – producing ‘false positive’ identifications 98% of the time. In another instance, a system used by the South Wales Police produced 2,400 false positive results across 15 uses from June 2017 onwards. Its success rate was lower than 10%. The government’s information commissioner threatened legal action against the police to protect the public’s privacy and human rights. Silkie Carlo, director of the Big Brother Watch group, described the current use of the technology as an “intrinsically Orwellian police tool.”

Martha Spurrier, the director of Liberty, wrote that, ‘Constant surveillance leads to people self-censoring lawful behaviour. Stealthily, these measures curb our right to protest, speak freely and dissent. They shape our behaviours in ways that corrode the heart of our democratic freedoms,’ adding that, ‘even more perniciously, this technology is most dangerous for the people who need it the most. Technology that misidentifies women and people from ethnic minority communities disenfranchises people who already face inequality.’ The financial speculator and philanthropist, George Soros, known for his Open Society Foundation, described the notion of corporations like Facebook and Google colluding with the state as representing, “A web of totalitarian control... (the) likes of which not even Orwell and Huxley could imagine.”

Microsoft Research’s Kate Crawford observed that, “Just as we are seeing a step function increase in the spread of AI, something else is happening: the rise of ultra-nationalism, right-wing authoritarianism and fascism.” She added that, “This is a fascist’s dream – power without accountability.” AI systems often rely on data with human biases already encoded. An example highlighted by Crawford was the company Faceception which offered facial recognition technology which suggested that it could indicate character type and personality. Its material suggested that bald white men might be ‘white-collar offenders’, bearded middle eastern men ‘terrorists’, and young white women ‘brand promoters.’
Another disturbing problem is the potential to marry AI with pseudo-scientific ideas. For example, some in political power have been convinced by a reinvention of phrenology – the idea that a person’s character and likely behaviour can be inferred from the shape of their skull which has historically been dismissed as a quack science, but also has a very bad history of abuse by totalitarian regimes. China’s vice minister for science and technology has boasted that, using AI with phrenology, “we can know beforehand… who might be a terrorist, who might do something bad.”24 There are reports also of the use of the ‘emotional surveillance’ of workers in China, using hats and helmets fitted with sensors.25

**Driven to distraction?**

Perhaps because vehicles are so pervasive in our lives, of all applications of AI and machine learning, the subject of driverless cars has stolen headlines more than anything else. Proponents of the technology argue that it could reduce the high death rates from road crashes. But the subject is contentious because of the risk that harm from crashes may increase, and also perhaps because it is a very obvious and clear cut example of humans ceding control to ‘smart’ technology. Drivers are already assisted in many ways in parking, hazard awareness and even in taking their hands off the steering wheel under certain circumstances, but the fully driverless car still proves controversial.

This is partly because when things go wrong they can quickly prove to be fatal, as was the case in March 2018 when a driverless car operated by vehicle hire company Uber ran over and killed a woman who was crossing the road in Arizona.23 Autonomous vehicles use laser sensors to build a 3-D picture of the world around them, and the one used in Uber’s vehicle was reportedly the best available at the time.24 On a wide open road it should have detected a person coming into its pathway and taken evasive action. The incident was troubling enough and shouldn’t have happened, but then an investigation discovered that a key algorithm in the car’s operating system had in fact identified the pedestrian, Elaine Herzberg, and actually chosen to ignore and crash into her, possibly because it did not recognise her as human. A further back-up also failed. The car had a safety driver who was meant to take control should such a system fail, but the safety driver was distracted and did not intervene. This led to the company suspending its test drives.

The fatal Uber crash might appear to be an aberration which, once corrected, will not happen again. But there are challenges and choices at the heart of the design of algorithms used in driverless vehicles which means that lethal compromise might be an inescapable design feature. There are situations in driving when a driver is forced to make decisions which can involve sacrificing the occupants of a car to protect those outside it, and vice versa. These are moral decisions made under duress in an instant and probably on instinct. Cars conversely will act according to their coding – meaning the moral responsibility ultimately will lie outside of those in the vehicle. Who then is answerable? One study found the contradiction that while most people agreed on the principle of minimum overall harm – meaning that either those inside or outside the vehicle might be ‘sacrificed’ – they also said they would refuse to get into a car that was prepared to kill them.25

**Friendly spies in the home**

When a couple in Oregon, USA, discovered that a private conversation of theirs had been recorded in their home and emailed to a friend, without their knowing, by Amazon’s Alexa digital assistant, they were amazed. But as strange as the incident, was the explanation given by Amazon:

> It revealed a chain of causation demonstrating just how hard it is to predict the consequences of new AI-driven technology. Alexa is voice operated and, if left on, its presence easily forgotten. According to Amazon:

- The Amazon Alexa Echo Dot woke up due to a word in background conversation sounding like ‘Alexa’.”
- Then, the subsequent conversation was heard as a ‘send message’ request.
- At which point, Alexa said out loud ‘To whom?’ At which point, the background conversation was interpreted as a name in the customer’s contact list.
- Alexa then asked out loud, ‘[contact name], right?’ Alexa then interpreted background conversation as ‘right’

Underlining the unpredictability of the technology, the Amazon spokesperson said, ‘As unlikely as this string of events is... we are evaluating options to make this case even less likely.’ There are numerous other accounts of products being inadvertently ordered by digital home assistants, ranging from cat food to doll’s houses.27

Examples such as these may be disconcerting, but there are others with potentially far more disturbing implications. Toy manufacture Mattel developed and planned to introduce a smart device called Aristotle. It was designed to accompany children from their infancy to adolescence. In late 2017 Mattel cancelled the device after concerns from a range of children’s interest groups, parents and lawmakers. The *New York Times*28 reported on a petition circulated by the Campaign for a Commercial-
Free Childhood and the Story of Stuff Project, arguing that babies should not ‘be encouraged to form bonds with data-collecting devices’.

In addition, a joint letter from two senators complained to Mattel of the ‘serious privacy concerns’ created by a company building ‘an in-depth profile of children and their family’. They added that, ‘It appears that never before has a device had the capability to so intimately look into the life of a child.’

Other issues emerge in relation to ‘friendly’, connected digital devices. An investigation by consumer magazine *Which?* found that eight out of 15 domestic ‘smart’ gadgets – including soft toys – were vulnerable to being hacked. Another study by the same journal assessed 19 smart gadgets, ranging from toothbrushes to TVs, for the information the product-makers were able to gather on consumers via them. It found that ‘smart, internet-connected devices you own are tracking and transmitting data on how you live your life’. The data collection being enabled amounts to a ‘staggering’ degree of corporate surveillance of private individuals in their homes. The devices included an upright vacuum cleaner that wanted to record audio on customers’ mobile devices.

**Economic impacts**

In the last three years there have been several predictions of job losses due to the interaction between artificial intelligence and automation. They range from the Bank of England warning that 15 million jobs were at risk, to an Oxford University study estimating that 35 percent of current jobs in the UK would become obsolete, to an estimate by the Royal Society for the Arts (RSA) that four million private sector jobs could be lost in the next decade, with sectors most at risk including finance, accounting, transport, distribution, media, marketing and advertising.

Andrew Haldane, the chief economist at the Bank of England, warned that AI threatens pervasive and prolonged unemployment. He said that the upheaval in labour markets and job destruction would be unprecedented, worse than that experienced in Britain’s first industrial revolution, which involved the rise of machine tools, steam power and chemical manufacturing, or the second revolution, marked by the arrival of computing.

The RSA’s report, *The age of automation*, has two key conclusions:

- Achieving automation on our own terms – i.e. guaranteeing positive rather than negative outcomes – will require bold and wide-reaching policy reform.
- Who owns the machines will become an increasingly important question. This means that forms of public and workforce ownership of applications are needed to deliver broad public benefits.

Conversely, a report from the World Economic Forum, and annual gathering predominantly of the world’s business elite, and based on the opinions of senior corporate executives, suggests that AI and automation will lead to a net increase of jobs. Its report, *The Future of Jobs 2018*, says the world faces the loss of 75 million jobs to the new technologies by as soon as 2022, but ‘may’ see 133 million new jobs similarly created in the spaces between functions carried out by AI and automation, and the real world of people, products and services. Many service economy jobs are likely to be lost in accounting, other professional services, industrial, postal and secretarial sectors. The report authors foresee that demand will increase sales, marketing and customer service sectors. According to them, however, over half of the workforce (54%) will need to be retrained for new roles. The question of how the retraining of half the workforce will be financed and organised is not examined in any detail.

At certain points, economic and psychological impacts merge. As machines are upgraded with learning and immense processing abilities, will there be an inevitable human downgrading? How, for example, is the human sense of self affected if it can be beaten by machines not just in games requiring complex mathematical abilities but also in games that involve bluff? In 2017, AI beat the best human poker players. Changes in the workplace in recent years have created a large category of workers termed the ‘Precariat’. People with increasingly precarious livelihoods stemming from shifts that include the rise of zero-hours contracts and the conversion of what would previously been considered employees into legions of supposedly freelance suppliers (such as with delivery companies like Deliveroo and transport companies like Uber). AI and machine learning stands to intensify this dynamic in the absence of very particular interventions, and introduce new dimensions. There is an emerging debate around the legal ramifications, and the practical, moral and psychological implications of a human-AI class system. Questions hover around new notions of slavery, and at what point AI blurs distinctions with living biological consciousnesses, and then acquires rights and protections. This is neither far-fetched nor an abstract issue, given that we live in a world in which corporations – abstract structures of economic form – already possess legal personhood.

The sheer comprehensiveness of potential applications highlights how unprepared and inadequate are regulatory structures. High input industrial agriculture is often an early adopter of new technology that can have the effect of shifting the balance of power significantly between poorer, small-scale farmers and large agrochemical companies. Now with the emergence of ‘digital agriculture,’ concern is already high over crop ownership
and liability for new applications and novel crops employing genetic manipulation. The increasing use of drones, sensors and robots in farming raises another issue related to the locking-in of unequal farming models, intensifying an often problematic business-as-usual approach. Huge volumes of data gathered through satellite, drone and other forms of monitoring can raise privacy issues and, according to the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy, be used to affect prices, insurance rates, and potentially inform land grabs in the global North and South.  

As mentioned in the introduction, it is important to remember too, that in a world drowning in information, in some sectors where to function effectively means being able to make sense of big data, such as in health, AI can be applied constructively for diagnosing medical conditions. AI is already being deployed for detection, diagnosis and treatment in areas like cancer, neurology, cardiology and stroke, with many other areas of potential too. And, whilst applying AI to big data could be used by judicial and security services as a tool of oppression, more informed decision-making based on a better assessment of large amounts of information is also possible.

Computer, we have a problem

“In our urge to automate, in our hurry to solve many of the world’s issues, we seem to have swapped one problem for another. Everywhere you look, in the judicial system, in health care, in policing, even online shopping, there are problems with privacy, bias, error, accountability and transparency that aren’t going to go away easily. Just by virtue of some algorithms existing, we face issues of fairness that cut to the core of what we are as humans, what we want our society to look like, and how far we can cope with the impending authority of dispassionate authority… Perhaps thinking of algorithms as some kind of authority is exactly where we’re going wrong. Our reluctance to question the power of an algorithm has opened the door to people who wish to exploit us – a new generation of snake oil salesmen. Despite the weight of scientific evidence to the contrary, there are people selling algorithms to police forces and governments that claim to predict whether someone is a terrorist or a paedophile based on the characteristics of their face alone.”

Hannah Fry (2018) Hello World: How to be Human in the Age of the Machine

Given the very wide range of issues relating to applications of AI and machine learning, the dominant question is whether these can be effectively managed and regulated, in order that society can still derive useful benefits. Without step changes in the approach of existing regulatory mechanisms, we have to look at what governments are most likely to do in practice based on how they already operate.

The difficulty of effective regulation

A recent House of Lords report called for guiding principles for AI not to be written into law, but to be applied by existing regulatory bodies such as the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) where finance and banking are concerned. The tone of this approach follows the culture of the concerned but ‘light touch regulation’ which preceded the financial crisis – itself the result of complex financial products and derivatives that were only understood by very few people, even in the financial sector. It’s an approach that tends to exhort and steer rather than directly regulate.

Rather than modernise a regulatory system seemingly unprepared for the implications of AI, the government’s Business Secretary, Greg Clark, recently appeared to indicate a desire to weaken it further, or rather, increase its ‘flexibility’. Announcing a new ‘pioneer fund’, Clark said it would help “unblock” innovation that might otherwise be hampered by red tape.

An obvious flaw in this approach is that key economic sectors such as finance and IT already exhibit the characteristics of regulatory failure and regulatory capture. Bodies charged with oversight are frequently under resourced and lack the skills and capacity to adequately handle rapid product and technological innovation. In short, at best they cannot cope, and at worst function to enable and protect business interests rather than those of the general public, whether as citizens or consumers.

The absent corporation

Various forms of automation already separate people from meaningful connection to the companies whose goods and services they use. It removes direct human contact in ways which insulate corporations from feedback and direct accountability to customers. This feeds and
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Resorting to the increased use of automated customer services further reduces the feedback to the owners and managers of corporations from the people and communities affected by their businesses. It also reduces the amount of real human interaction happening in a local economy.

**Under what circumstances would AI benefit humanity?**

The first guiding principle of the House of Lords report states that ‘Artificial intelligence should be developed for the common good and benefit of humanity.’ But this presupposes that all its applications must therefore be engaged in activities for the ‘common good and benefit of humanity.’ To deliver on that principle means that governance and ownership of those activities must explicitly be designed with public interest and benefit in mind. What would that look like in practice? It is unlikely to be either the military, or businesses in which profit maximisation under shareholder models is dominant and prioritised.

Also, in trying to decide how AI might benefit human society or not, we need thorough assessments of the potential uses and misuses. This means research on social, health, environmental and other ethical implications, which in turn means involving scientists, engineers and ethicists from a wide range of disciplines and backgrounds.

What follows in the next section is an initial contribution to such assessments from the members of Scientists for Global Responsibility – in the form of a short survey.

**Survey results**

The membership of Scientists for Global Responsibility is drawn from diverse fields of science and social science, engineering and technology. Around half are drawn from the natural sciences, such as physics, chemistry and biology, with the next largest group being in engineering and information technology, and 10% in the social sciences. The membership ranges from students to the retired, and includes researchers and lecturers, those working in academia, the public sector, business and other non-governmental organisations.

As professionals for whom the emergence of AI, automation and machine learning will have direct implications, we conducted a poll amongst them and our wider supporter base to gather an expert sounding on the issues.

The results represent something of a wake-up call over the level of concern among this group about how the development and introduction of the technology and applications is being handled. We asked 8 specific questions and one open question in which respondents were invited to say what, for them, represented the ‘biggest issue’ with regard to AI. The survey was introduced in this way:

> Artificial intelligence – autonomous learning and/or decision making by machines - is increasingly being planned for and deployed - on the road with driverless cars, on the battlefield with autonomous weapons, and in the home and workplace with digital assistants. How do you think this is likely to change the world and how we live in it?

**Question 1 - Artificial intelligence is increasingly being used by providers of goods and services. In the balance of power between corporations and citizens what do you think will be the most likely outcome?**

Respondents were given three options: corporations become more powerful, citizens become more powerful, and that the balance of power between citizens and corporations would be unchanged. A huge majority, 94%, believed that AI would give corporations more power over citizens. Just one percent thought the reverse.

[Survey results chart]
Question 2 - As a consequence of the above, how will this most likely effect the distribution of economic benefits?
The second question was designed to find out what people thought would be the real world consequences of their answers to the first. Again, people were given three options: corporations will benefit more, citizens will benefit more, and the distribution of benefits will be unchanged. The answers to this question mirrored the first, equally strongly. Again 94% thought that corporations were likely to benefit more from the implementation than citizens, with only one percent thinking the reverse.

Question 3 - Does the prospect of greater use of artificial intelligence make you feel: more in control of your life, less in control of your life or, no change?
In our third question we asked people how the prospect of greater deployment of AI made them feel in terms of the crucial issue about the level of agency we believe we have. Or, in other words, how much control we feel we have over our own lives. Not only has this question profoundly shaped politics in recent years, but it is also known to be an important dimension of our well-being. Once again, the results revealed a very strong outcome. Even among a group containing a very probably disproportionate level of technical expertise due to the nature of the membership, 88% responded that the prospect made them feel less in control of their lives, while just 4% thought the opposite, with 8% citing no change.

Question 4 - How good do you think those designing and introducing artificial intelligence are at predicting the fullest likely range of its consequences?
In question 4 we moved on to ask people how confident they were about the ways in which AI was being developed, and how confident they were that developers were effectively in the driving seat of applications that were emerging. This time more options were given in order for people to be able to rank their relative levels of confidence. Answers indicated most strongly that current abilities to predict consequences were either low or absent. Combined, 83% said the ability to predict consequences was either ‘poor’ or ‘not possible’. Only 8% said that AI developers were either ‘good’ or ‘very good’ at predicting consequences.
Question 5 - Given current regulations and regulators how much do you think would have to go wrong for artificial intelligence to cause significant harm?

In question 5 was asked people how prepared was the current regulatory framework to manage the multiple issues to do with AI. Stories of AI-assisted hacking of social media, and of news distribution targeted at influencing elections, has put the issue high on the political agenda, suggesting action will be a priority for regulators. Few, however, seemed convinced that current regulatory frameworks and responses were adequate or fit for the task in hand. 71% thought that ‘not much’ or ‘very little’ would have to go wrong for AI to cause significant harm. An additional 19% said that it was not possible for AI to be successfully regulated.

Question 6

A. How would you rate the chances of things going badly wrong with artificial intelligence in driverless cars?

B. How would you rate the chances of things going badly wrong with artificial intelligence in digital assistants?

C. How would you rate the chances of things going badly wrong with artificial intelligence in autonomous weapons?

Our next question we broke down into three parts to ascertain people’s relative confidence concerning the application of AI in three areas which have proven differently controversial. We asked how respondents would rate the chances of things going badly wrong in relation to driverless cars, digital assistants and autonomous weapons. Responses tended to reflect the broader perception of threat from the type of technology being considered. With driverless cars, 84% thought there was a medium or high chance of things going badly wrong. For digital assistants the comparable response was 82%. Respondents were most concerned that there was a chance of things going badly wrong where autonomous weapons were concerned. Here 97% thought that to be the case.

Question 7 - Do you think artificial intelligence needs: more regulation, no change in regulation or, less regulation?

Question 7 was straightforward and designed to determine what people thought should be the future trajectory of regulation of AI. We wanted to know whether people thought there should more checks and balances, if the balance was about right, or whether regulation was holding back an important new development. An unambiguous 96% thought that AI needed more regulation.
Question 8 - Do you think artificial intelligence will create a future which tends more towards being: utopian, dystopian, or unchanged?

We wanted to know what kind of future people thought we were heading towards under current circumstances with the assistance of AI. The idea that there is a technological fix for many things is often attractive. If an intelligent machine or application can solve our problems, it bears the promise that other things won’t have to change too much. Technological optimism and the techno-fix as an approach is common and attractive. And people for whom science and technology is their livelihood might see advantage in it. For that reason we asked people whether they thought that AI was likely to set us on a positive course of improvement or more likely to head the other way. Among respondents, 14% thought the future would be unchanged, and 5% were persuaded that a utopian future awaited us. But 82% thought that AI was most likely to create a dystopian future.

Question 9 - What do you think is the biggest issue to do with artificial intelligence, and why?

Our final substantive question was an open one in which we asked people about what they thought was the most important issues to do with AI, and to explain why they thought so. Respondents could raise and say whatever they wanted without any particular guidance. Below is a selection of answers from respondents, which are indicative of the range of replies we received:

- Loss of control, because we are poor at imagining emergent consequences. Also, because the more successful is the creation of artificial intelligence, the greater is the likelihood that things will happen unpredictably and beyond our control.
- Autonomous military systems, including weapons. Such technologies create and/or increase the potential for war by accident - including nuclear war.
- The potential to increase inequality - a terrible problem made worse.
- Use of AI for life-changing decisions such as offering mortgages, medical decisions, granting parole, “pre-crime” - potentially arresting people “preventatively”.
- The control & design of technology being chiefly funded and thus controlled by large unaccountable organisations such as Google, Alphabet, Microsoft, CA etc.
- Its design criteria prioritising profit over social benefits.
- Independent intelligence will develop independent goals, without any relation to human values, and may well be able to carry them out.

- People will not have the capacity/engagement to understand the implications of their interactions with AI, and so will not adequately consider issues such as consent, privacy. Corporations will not, either through ineptitude or lack of caring and regulation, give adequate protection to the vulnerable in planning their use of AI. Thus the big issue which will emerge is the unintended consequence of sleepwalking into a situation where the masses are ‘catered to’ (albeit imperfectly) and the vulnerable are severely compromised.
- Introduced too quickly without thought for the consequences, then taking too long to regulate.
- Intellectual: The undermining of creative thought processes and critical analysis, and the abdication of collective responsibility through the adoption of a quick-fix, tick-box mentality.
- There are potentially many benefits if the chain of accountability and distributed ethics are adequately tackled. However, I am a member of the International Committee for Robot Arms Control which is devoted to achieving a ban on all autonomous weapons where there is no meaningful human control.
- Societal collapse due to destruction of employment opportunities for all but a privileged few.
- Paradoxically, it will not match up to its claims but it will never-the-less significantly change our culture. People will believe the claims to be 100% valid/feel there is little that can be done and give away too much power and responsibility to A.I.
Conclusion and questions

In our small survey, the expert membership of Scientists for Global Responsibility, a mixture of engineers, technologists, researchers and scientists, raise numerous deep concerns about the prospects of AI and machine learning, and issue a call for far greater oversight and assessment.

The technologies and applications are entering a human society which is consuming natural resources at unsustainable rates and, in cases such as climate change, already passing critical planetary ecological boundaries. It is a society that, in many places, is over-weaponised and characterised by corrosive inequality. Without radical change, new forms of automation and artificial intelligence will be owned by and serve the agenda of the people, corporations and interests who preside over the world as it is, greatly increasing their already significant power. Far greater asymmetry, imbalance and destructive potential then becomes not just possible, but probable.

These issues speak to our core concerns about ‘responsibility’ in science. As a very notion, responsibility speaks to the holding of human consciousness, identity and moral agency. At a fundamental level, the introduction of AI seeks to remove the immediate need for humans to exercise direct responsibility – outsourcing it via AI. There are already multiple instances in which other forms of conventional economic outsourcing has failed, in contexts ranging from transport and care homes to security, and a wide range of sectors. This bodes badly for the more philosophically challenging outsourcing of the responsibilities involved in making choices that have material impacts on the lives of people. It runs the risk of embedding and institutionalising a form of sociopathy.

One of the most emotive dimensions of the recent Brexit debate has been the notion of ‘taking back control.’ It is ironic therefore that through the rapid development and deployment of AI and machine learning, we appear to be handing over control of fundamental aspects of our lives, politics and economies with poor understanding of the full implications and consequences of doing so.

It is darkly ironic that the House of Commons select committee on Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) saw, in their investigation into the Facebook and Cambridge Analytica, evidence of:

> “fake news’, created for profit or other gain, disseminated through state-sponsored programmes, or spread through the deliberate distortion of facts, by groups with a particular agenda, including the desire to affect political elections [and] ... evidence of Russian state-sponsored attempts to influence elections in the US and the UK through social media, of the efforts of private companies to do the same, and of law-breaking by certain Leave campaign groups in the UK’s EU Referendum in their use of social media”

One consequence that is easier to foresee is that, without specific interventions designed to produce different outcomes, the use of AI, further automation and machine learning by already powerful economic and political actors, will further entrench and strengthen their positions. It seems reasonable to conclude that this will lead to more ‘business as usual’, locking in and intensifying existing patterns of consumption, commodification, inequality, and the concentration of wealth and power.

At the same time, AI could allow the powerful to distance themselves further from taking responsibility for their actions, and make accountability more difficult. It also threatens an assault on human relationships based on the exercise of trust, responsibility, accountability and moral judgement.

Rather than proposing actual legislation, the House of Lords set out guiding principles for the regulation of AI. The implication, however, is that if the conditions they outline as necessary do not apply, then AI applications should not be permitted. Their guidelines are that:

- Artificial intelligence should be developed for the common good and benefit of humanity.
- Artificial intelligence should operate on principles of intelligibility and fairness.
- Artificial intelligence should not be used to diminish the data rights or privacy of individuals, families or communities.
- All citizens should have the right to be educated to enable them to flourish mentally, emotionally and economically alongside artificial intelligence.
- The autonomous power to hurt, destroy or deceive human beings should never be vested in artificial intelligence.

Were these guidelines to be followed effectively they would seem, at the very least, to rule out the deployment of autonomous weapons or the use of AI by security or
police forces as long as miscarriages of justice resulting from its use were likely.

But, regardless, it would be very hard to argue that any of these conditions could currently be guaranteed, which would in turn argue for a pause to allow regulators to catch-up before further dissemination of AI is permitted, especially in the area of sensitive applications, such as state security and defence.

The purpose of this briefing is to survey and summarise a number of critical issues relating to the development and deployment of AI, automation and machine learning that need further scrutiny. It is not its purpose, and neither are we in a position, to make detailed, comprehensive recommendations for regulation. However, enough information is already in the public domain for us to make two urgent calls.

First, with already the backing of large numbers in the AI and related fields, there should be a ban on the development and deployment of autonomous weapons, and the UK government should support this through the UN Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons.

Second, in order to create the conditions for an effective regulatory framework, which currently does not exist, 20% of AI research and development budgets should be spent on assessments of the potential benefits and harms of innovations and applications in the field, including suggesting necessary measures to prevent harm.

We began with the question ‘AI – how little has to go wrong?’ The answer seems to be not much before there are serious consequences. Lethal mistakes have already been made. The challenge now is to create the conditions in which things are most likely to go right. That is a task for responsible science and society.

---

**Endnotes**
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